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Abstract Neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) are common in Alzheimer’s disease (AD)-associated neurodegeneration. However, NPS lack a consistent relationship with
AD pathology. It is unknown whether any common neural
circuits can link these clinically disparate while mechanistically similar features with AD pathology. Here, we explored
the neural circuits of NPS in AD-associated neurodegeneration using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of resting-state functional MRI data. Data from 98 subjects (70
amnestic mild cognitive impairment and 28 AD subjects)
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were obtained. The top 10 regions differentiating symptom
presence across NPS were identified, which were mostly
the fronto-limbic regions (medial prefrontal cortex, caudate,
etc.). These 10 regions’ functional connectivity classified
symptomatic subjects across individual NPS at 69.46–
81.27%, and predicted multiple NPS (indexed by Neuropsychiatric Symptom Questionnaire-Inventory) and AD pathology (indexed by baseline and change of beta-amyloid/pTau
ratio) all above 70%. Our findings suggest a fronto-limbic
dominated neural circuit that links multiple NPS and AD
pathology. With further examination of the structural and
pathological changes within the circuit, the circuit may shed
light on linking behavioral disturbances with AD-associated
neurodegeneration.
Keywords Alzheimer’s disease · Functional magnetic
resonance imaging · Mild cognitive impairment ·
Multivariate pattern analysis · Neuropsychiatric symptoms

Introduction
Neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) are a distinctive set of
behavioral disturbances in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Lyketsos et al. 2002), and can contribute to functional impairment
(Okura et al. 2010) and cause significant distress to both
patients and caregivers (Shin et al. 2005; Sink et al. 2006).
The most common NPS in AD include apathy, depression,
agitation/aggression, anxiety, disinhibition, and irritability (Geda et al. 2008; Lyketsos et al. 2002). Over half of
individuals with amnestic mild cognitive disease (MCI),
the symptomatic preclinical stage of AD, and almost all of
those with AD have NPS (Geda et al. 2008; Lyketsos et al.
2002). A comprehensive assessment of multiple NPS, such
as through the Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire
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(NPI-Q), are related to AD-associated clinical progression,
but not AD pathology (David et al. 2016). It is yet to be
established whether common neural substrates exist that link
multiple NPS with AD pathology.
There is a recent national emphasis on studying shared
biological mechanisms with psychiatric nosology or multiple NPS in AD, with an eye to developing effective interventions that can simultaneously address multiple psychiatric disorders or NPS (Insel et al. 2010; Kales et al. 2015).
A recent meta-analysis identified grey matter loss in the
insula and dorsal anterior cingulate as common substrates
for executive control deficits across multiple psychiatric
disorders (Goodkind et al. 2015). In the case of NPS in
AD, one hypothesis is that they result from the disruption
of neural transmission within a relatively restricted set of
brain regions, especially prefrontal cortex and the limbic
system (Reeves et al. 2009; Sekine et al. 2001). Relevantly,
a growing body of work suggests that these regions are crucial in distinguishing AD patients with depression (Thomas
et al. 2006), apathy (Theleritis et al. 2014), anxiety (Poulin
et al. 2011), agitation/aggression (Lanctot et al. 2004), or
disinhibition (Smith et al. 2009), from AD patients without
behavioral disturbance, or from AD-free counterparts. Also,
there is an increasing recognition on the overlap of neural
circuit across multiple NPS that may mediate the AD pathology with behavioral manifestations of NPS (Rosenberg et al.
2015). However, the contribution of individual regions or the
activity patterns within this system may be different across
symptoms, which in turn may explain the unique clinical
manifestation of individual NPS domains. Noticeably, the
fronto-limbic system may be relevant to AD pathology as
well (Zhou et al. 2013; Ren et al. 2016). A thorough characterization of the shared neural circuit with the consideration
of the disproportional contribution of individual regions or
activity patterns to different NPS may provide a link between
NPS and AD pathology.
The traditional methods of examining neural regions
involved in individual NPS domains or established psychiatric disorders have included seed-based (Biswal et al. 1995)
and univariate analyses (Friston et al. 1995). However, these
analyses can result in signal loss since they do not take into
account patterns distributed across voxels (Sun et al. 2009).
To address this problem, multivariate/multi-voxel pattern
analysis (MVPA) provides higher sensitivity in identifying distributed neural patterns by combining information
from multiple locations (Bray et al. 2009). Recently, MVPA
has been applied to determine the neural patterns that are
associated with psychiatric disorders, using resting-state
functional magnetic resonance (rs-fMRI) data. Functional
connectivity (FC) patterns of activity within several regions
of the fronto-limbic system showed high discriminative
power in classifying the presence of depression (Zeng et al.
2012). In the present rs-fMRI study, using a sample with
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AD pathology (individuals with amnestic MCI and AD)
we applied MVPA to identify FC between distinct brain
regions associated with individual NPS domains; following this we quantified brain regions’ discriminative power
across NPS domains and defined a shared neural circuit.
We also examined the predictive value of the shared neural
circuit on a composite score of multiple NPS (i.e., NPI-Q)
and AD pathology (indexed by Beta-amyloid-(1-42) (Aβ)/
pTau). We hypothesized that a shared neural circuit involved
fronto-limbic regions would most likely relate to multiple
NPS domains; furthermore, by synthesizing the involvement
frequency of individual regions and the strength of FC of the
fronto-limbic circuit, such NPS shared neural circuit would
be related to AD pathology.

Materials and methods
Data source
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained
from the ADNI database (http://adni.loni.usc.edu). The
ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public–private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD.
The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical
and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to
measure the progression of MCI and early AD. For up-todate information, see http://www.adni-info.org.
Participants
We identified a total number of 227 subjects with rs-fMRI
data from ADNIGO or ADNI2 where rs-fMRI data were
collected using 3T scanners. From those, we identified 167
subjects who had scanning time and NPS assessments within
a 6-month time window. Fifty-seven healthy controls were
excluded and imaging data from the remaining 110 amnestic
MCI and AD subjects (aged from 55 to 90) were examined.
Ninety-eight (70 amnestic MCI and 28 AD subjects) were
involved in the present study (4 subjects were excluded due
to different scanning parameters, and 8 were excluded due
to normalization problems). These subjects remained their
clinical status throughout their available visits at ADNI sites.
The diagnoses of amnestic MCI and AD were both
made by a psychiatrist or neurologist at each study site and
reviewed by a Central Review Committee, based on a subjective memory complaint and performance on neurocognitive testing, including the Logical Memory II subscale of the
Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (score ≤ 8 for both, cut-off
adjusted for education level), the Mini-Mental State Exam
(score 26–30 for MCI, and 20–26 for AD), and the Clinical
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Dementia Rating (global score = 0.5 for MCI and 0.5 or 1 for
AD). AD subjects also had to meet the NINCDS-ADRDA
criteria for probable AD. There was no difference of age,
sex, education, occurrence of individual NPS, or change of
Aβ/pTau ratio between MCI and AD samples. However, AD
sample tended to have greater NPI-Q score and lower baseline Aβ/pTau ratio than MCI sample (Table 1). Of note, to
determine neural mechanism of NPS in the context of AD,
individuals without certain NPS domains or with low NPI-Q
scores but with AD pathology will provide a cleaner comparison than individuals with neither NPS nor AD pathology. Therefore, we only included amnestic MCI and AD
subjects. Furthermore, in the main analysis, we combined
amnestic MCI and AD subjects in the main analysis given
the following reasons: large sample sizes are required to
achieve desired learning accuracy and sufficiency to estimate classification error in pattern analysis (Raudys and
Jain 1991); amnestic MCI and AD have potential shared
neural deficits (in spite of different degrees of severity) (Fan
et al. 2008). Regardless, we also performed analyses with
MCI sample only since the information may help inform
AD prevention.
Measures
NPS were assessed with the NPI-Q based on caregiver/
informant report. The NPI-Q includes a total of 12 neuropsychiatric domains and each domain contains a survey question
about the presence of a particular NPS in the past 30 days.
If a person has not manifested a given symptom, the domain
is scored zero. If a person has displayed a symptom, the
severity of the symptom is further rated using a three-point
scale from mild (1) to severe (3). We used the questionnaire
in two ways: as a continuous variable summing the severity

of all occurring NPS domains (NPI, mean = 2.91, range:
0–16) and as six dichotomous variables by selecting the top
50% of the most frequently occurring symptom domains,
including irritability/lability (34.69%), agitation/aggression
(28.57%), nighttime behaviors (24.49%), appetite and eating (23.47%), depression/dysphoria (22.45%) and anxiety
(21.43%). Weak correlations were observed among the six
NPS domains (Spearman’s rho ranged from 0.0002 to 0.16),
suggesting them be considered as separate variables. For the
rest six symptoms, the frequencies were too low to conduct
classification analysis.
AD pathology Aβ and pTau were derived from the cerebrospinal fluid aliquots, measured using the multiplex
xMAP Luminex platform (Luminex Corp., Austin, Tex.,
USA) with immunoassay kit-based reagents (INNO-BIA
AlzBio3; Innogenetics, Ghent, Belgium). An Aβ/pTau ratio
was used as the ‘AD signature’ for which lower Aβ/pTau
ratios indicated an increased burden of AD pathology (De
Meyer et al. 2010). We used two types of Aβ/pTau ratio in
the analysis: (1) the Aβ/pTau ratio at the relevant time point
with rs-fMRI data (baseline); (2) the prospective change of
Aβ/pTau ratio from the relevant time point with rs-fMRI
data to the end time point when AD pathology was analyzed
(change, mean = 1.5 years).
Identification of FC features for individual NPS
domains
Before identifying shared neural substrates, we first examined the FC features related with each NPS domain. The following steps were conducted: imaging data acquisition and
preprocessing, feature extraction, and MVPA of functional
connectivity (fcMVPA).

Table 1  Sample characteristics as total and by group
Total sample (N = 98)

Age, mean (SD)
Male, N (%)
Education, mean (SD)
NPI-Q, mean (SD)
Irritability, N (%)
Agitation, N (%)
Nighttime behaviors, N (%)
Appetite and eating, N (%)
Depression, N (%)
Anxiety, N (%)
Aβ/ptau ratio – baseline, mean (SD)
Aβ/ptau ratio – change, mean (SD)

73.05 (7.80)
52 (53.06)
15.89 (2.75)
2.91 (3.58)
34 (34.69%)
28 (28.57%)
24 (24.49%)
23 (23.47%)
22 (22.45%)
21 (21.43%)
5.13 (3.89)
− 0.82 (2.12)

Sample comparison
MCI sample (N = 70)

AD sample (N = 28)

t or χ2 test, df (p)

72.80 (8.08)
38 (54.29)
16.10 (2.80)
2.47 (3.26)
25 (35.71%)
18 (25.71%)
16 (22.86%)
13 (18.57%)
16 (22.86%)
14 (20.00%)
5.97 (4.24)
− 0.87 (2.13)

73.68 (7.15)
14 (50.00)
15.36 (2.59)
4.00 (4.16)
9 (32.14%)
10 (35.71%)
8 (28.57%)
10 (35.71%)
6 (21.43%)
7 (25.00%)
3.34 (2.17)
− 0.29 (2.19)

− 0.50, 96 (0.62)
0.15, 1 (0.70)
1.21, 96 (0.23)
− 1.93, 96 (0.056)
0.11, 1 (0.74)
0.98, 1 (0.32)
0.35, 1 (0.55)
3.27, 1 (0.070)
0.02, 1 (0.88)
0.30, 1 (0.59)
3.76, 81 (< 0.001)
− 0.52, 39 (0.61)

NPI Neuropsychiatric Inventory, MCI mild cognitive impairment, AD Alzheimer’s disease, SD standard deviation, Aβ beta-amyloid
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Imaging data acquisition and preprocessing
All rs-fMRI data were collected using a 3.0 T Phillips MRI
with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR = 3000 ms,
TE = 30 ms, slice thickness = 3.3 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, spatial resolution = 3 × 3 × 3 mm3, number of volumes = 140,
number of slices = 48). Structural images were obtained
using an MPRAGE sequence (TR/TE = 6.77/3.13 ms,
TI = 0 ms, FA = 9°, matrix = 256 × 256, resolution
1 × 1 × 1 mm3, slice thickness = 1 mm).
All the rs-fMRI data were preprocessed using the
DPARSF (Data Processing Assistant for rs-fMRI) (ChaoGan and Yu-Feng 2010), based on the statistical parametric
mapping software package (SPM8, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm/). Across individuals, the first 10 volumes were
discarded to avoid potential noise related to the equilibrium
of the scanner and participant’s adaptation to the scanner.
The remaining 130 volumes were preprocessed using slice
time correction and motion correction. Of note, no subject’s
data was discarded during motion correction using the criterion at displacement < 2 mm and rotation < 2 degree. Next,
the images were registered to each individual’s own structural image, normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) standard space (resliced to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3) and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 4 mm).
Then the linear trends were removed, and a band-pass filter
(0.01–0.08 Hz) was applied to remove long-term physiological shifts and non-neural signals. Before calculating FC,
nuisance covariates including six head motion parameters,
global mean signal, white matter signal, and cerebrospinal
fluid signal were regressed out to reduce head motion effects
and non-neuronal noise (Fox et al. 2006; Kelly et al. 2008).
Brain atrophy was considered as a covariate in later
analysis. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis was
performed using SPM8. Briefly, the structural images were
segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter and cerebrospinal fluid. After an initial affine registration of the GM
map into the MNI space, the GM images were nonlinearly
warped using diffeomorphic anatomical registration through
Exponentiated Lie Algebra (DARTEL) (Ashburner 2007).
Finally, the GM maps were resliced to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 for
each subject to match with functional images. In the following analysis, GM volumes of consensus ROIs (described in
“Identification of consensus ROIs” section) were extracted
and averaged.
Feature extraction
The registered rs-fMRI data with the MNI template were
divided into 90 cerebral ROIs according to the automated
anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.
2002) using the software package WFU_PickAtlas (Maldjian et al. 2003). The mean time series for each ROI were
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then extracted for each individual by averaging the rs-fMRI
time series over all voxels within the ROI. We computed
all possible FC between the 90 AAL cerebral ROIs using
the Pearson correlation coefficient. We then removed diagonal elements and extracted lower triangle elements of the
FC matrix. Thus each person’s feature vector included
90 × 89/2 = 4005 dimensions. These feature vectors were
then Fisher’s Z-transformed to normalize the distribution.
fcMVPA
We applied the same fcMVPA procedure to identify relevant
features for each of the six NPS domains. We partitioned our
data using a cross-validation scheme and then built machine
learning classifiers using selected features.
Cross‑validation We combined the amnestic MCI (n = 70)
and AD (n = 28) subjects due to their potential shared neural
deficits for the main analysis; however, we still tried to maintain an equal number of MCI and AD cases for the classification tasks. To achieve this, by adapting the concept of leaveone-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) (Kearns and Ron 1999),
we applied a leave-two-out-cross-validation (LTOCV) partition scheme during classification. In each LTOCV fold,
we first randomly selected one AD subject and one MCI
subject for a test set. Since each AD and MCI subjects were
designed as test samples once, this resulted in 1960 (n = 70 *
28) cross-validation folds in total. To ensure equal numbers
of AD and MCI subjects in the training set, we next included
all remaining AD subjects (n = 27) and randomly selected an
equal number of MCI subjects (n = 27) from the remaining
MCI subjects (n = 69). We also checked training sets within
each cross-validation fold to make sure that each training
set had enough cases showing the pertinent individual NPS
domain. Specifically, for any NPS domain with N subjects
showing this symptom, this cross-validation fold would be
removed if a training set had less than N/2 subjects with the
symptom.
Feature selection To avoid circularity bias and over-fitting
(Pereira et al. 2009; Dosenbach et al. 2010) in following
classification tasks, we performed feature selection primarily
using the non-parametric Kendall’s tau rank correlation in
the training set for each cross-validation fold. Kendall’s tau
correlates two rank-ordered variables and measures the association strength and direction between two variables between
− 1 and 1 (Kendall and Jean 1990). Similar to previous studies (Zeng et al. 2012), we used Kendall’s tau to select subsets
of FC features that had the highest discriminant power for
individual NPS domains. For each feature, we calculated
the Kendall tau correlation coefficient against the class label
(presence vs. absence of individual NPS domains). We then
ranked the features according to their absolute Kendall’s tau.
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Here we selected 100 FC features (the criterion of retaining
top 100 features was based on previous literatures (Beltrachini et al. 2015; Challis et al. 2015)).
Classification We applied the selected feature sets to
classify subjects with a specific NPS domain (labels = 1)
versus subjects without this NPS domain (labels = 0). We
performed support vector machine (SVM) classification
with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel using LIBSVM
library (Chang and Lin 2011). SVM has been widely used
due to its ability to handle high-dimensional data and its
accuracy in classification and prediction (Ben-Hur et al.
2008; Magnin et al. 2009). As recommended (Hsu et al.
2003), we applied the RBF kernel when number of samples
are larger than number of features. The SVM RBF kernel
has two parameters: C (soft margin parameter) and gamma
(parameter for RBF kernel function). The best parameter
combination was selected using a grid search, which was
used to reflect the classification performance for each crossvalidation fold. During classification, different penalty costs
were assigned to each class to correct for unbalanced classes
(Chang and Lin 2011). The mean classification accuracy
across all cross-validation folds was used as the estimate of
the classifier’s performance. Due to the randomization nature
of our LTOCV scheme (details in “Cross-validation” under
“fcMVPA” section), 10 iterations of such classification tasks
were conducted, and the final classification accuracy was
reported as the average accuracy across all iterations.
Feature ranking Since feature selection was based on different training set in each cross-validation fold, the selected
feature subset was slightly different for each fold. After classification, we extracted all selected features and ranked them
according to their occurrence across all cross-validation
folds.
Data analysis
Identification of consensus ROIs
To identify the shared neural substrates (i.e., consensus
ROIs) across multiple NPS domains, we adapted the concept
of consensus FC—the subsets of FC feature that consistently contribute to classification across all cross-validation
folds (Dosenbach et al. 2010). Here we define consensus
ROIs as regions that consistently contribute to classifying
the presence of all six NPS domains. To identify the consensus ROIs, for each NPS domain, we first normalized the
feature subset’s occurrence matrix with sum at 1 and then
we projected FC features back to regions’ space (since each
FC feature is related with two ROIs). We then summed each
related ROI’s normalized occurrence over all NPS domains
and ranked these ROIs based on their final occurrence. We

tested the classification performance (as described in “Classification” under “fcMVPA” section) for individual NPS
domains when top N (N = 3, 4, … 20) ROIs’ FC features
were used respectively. The top N ROIs that generated the
highest averaged classification performance across the six
NPS domains were used as the final consensus ROIs.
We then performed fcMVPA using only consensus ROIs’
FC features (n = 45) to generate FC maps for individual NPS
domains (notice here the feature selection process in fcMVPA was retained to generate Kendall tau values for each
feature, but no feature was removed after the process). We
used “feature weight” and “region weight” to reflect each
FC and ROI’s discriminative powers, respectively. “Feature
weight” is defined as the absolute value of Kendall’s tau and
“region weight” is defined as the sum of feature weights an
ROI involved. Positive feature weights mean the strength
of FC was greater in subject with a particular NPS domain
compared to those without this NPS domain, and vice versa.
In addition, we conducted the same analyses for MCI and
AD samples separately.
Regression for NPI‑Q and Aβ/pTau ratio
Using the combined sample, we also employed FC features
of consensus ROIs to predict three outcomes – NPI-Q (which
covers six NPS domains we used to select consensus ROIs
and another six NPS domains we did not include in our initial study due to limitation of sample sizes; it also provides
extra information for the severity of those NPS domains),
baseline Aβ/pTau ratio, and change of Aβ/pTau ratio, respectively. We added age, sex, education and the consensus
ROIs’ averaged brain atrophy features as covariates in the
regression analysis (feature scaling was performed to ensure
the similarity of ranges of feature values and comparable
contribution of each feature to the final regression from both
training and test sets). In addition, we also performed same
regression analyses for the three outcomes for MCI sample
alone (regression for AD sample alone was not done due to
small data size).
We performed epsilon-intensive support vector regression
(ε-SVR) with RBF kernel using LIBSVM library (Chang
and Lin 2011). During ε-SVR, the LOOCV scheme was
applied: Each subject was designated as the test sample
once, while the remaining subjects were used as training
sample. All training sample’s FC features of consensus ROIs
(n = 45) were trained to predict the test sample’s outcome.
We then performed model fitting of the raw and predicted
NPI score using linear function (f(x) = ax + b). Adjusted R2
was used to estimate goodness of fit for the model. All curve
fitting and statistical testing were carried out using MATLAB R2015a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
To demonstrate the unique predictive strength of the
shared neural circuit for both NPS (NPI-Q) and AD
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pathology (baseline and change of Aβ/pTau), ε-SVR was
performed using NPI-Q as the predictor for baseline and
change of Aβ/pTau.
Defining statistical significance with permutation tests
We used permutation tests to evaluate the statistical significance of classification and regression results and to derive
p-values (Golland and Fischl 2003). For the classification,
we first randomly permuted the class labels for all samples
and then performed the classification task. The permutation
test was then repeated 5,000 times. We counted the number
of times when the permutation classification accuracy was
greater than the accuracy obtained based on true labels. The
p-value was reported as (number of permutation accuracy
> true accuracy) / number of permutations. False discovery
rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons was conducted as needed. LTOCV (for mixed AD and MCI subjects)
and the LOOCV (for MCI subjects only) structures were
retained during permutation tests. For the regression, the
true value for each sample were permuted and the permutation test was also repeated 5,000 times. The coefficient of
determination (R2) was calculated for the permutation. The
p-value was reported as (number of permutation R2 > true
R2) / number of permutations.

Results
Consensus ROIs and their FC maps for all six NPS
domains
We identified that the top 10 ROIs generated the best averaged classification performance across all six NPS domains
(Fig. 1a). The top 10 consensus ROIs were: ParacentralLobule-L, Frontal-Sup-Medial-R, Caudate-L, Caudate-R,
Frontal-Mid-L, Cingulum-Ant-L, Pallidum-L, Fusiform-L,
Frontal-Sup-Orb-R, Rectus-R (see Fig. 1b).

a

NPI‑Q and Aβ/pTau ratio regression
Applying the regression for the consensus ROIs’ FC features and covariates (age, sex, education, and brain atrophy), we generated the “predicted NPI-Q value” for each
subject. The linear model fitting (f(x) = ax + b) of the raw
and predicted NPI score is: a = 0.6802, 95% CI [0.6125,
0.7479]; b = 0.5268, 95% CI [0.2151, 0.8384]; adjusted
R 2 = 80.34%, permutation test p = 0.019 (see Fig. 3a).
The linear model fitting of the raw and predicted baseline Aβ/pTau ratio is: a = 0.5567, 95% CI [0.4793, 0.634];
b = 1.793, 95% CI [1.296, 2.29]; adjusted R2 = 71.08%,
p = 0.013 (see Fig. 3b). The linear model fitting of the
raw and predicted change of Aβ/pTau ratio: a = 0.6669,
95% CI [0.5288, 0.805]; b = − 0.1757, 95% CI [− 0.4858,
0.1344]; adjusted R2 = 70.23%, p = 0.011 (see Fig. 3c). For
MCI sample only, the adjusted R2 ranged from 49.96 to
67.72% (Table 3).
In addition, there was no significant linear relationship between NPI-Q and baseline Aβ/pTau ratio (adjusted
R2 = 1.4%) or change of Aβ/pTau ratio (adjusted R2 = 0.4%).

b

Fig. 1  Consensus ROIs. a Averaged classification performance
across all six NPS domains when identified top N ROIs are used.
When N = 10, the best averaged classification performance across all
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Figure 2 shows region and feature weights of the consensus ROIs’ for all six NPS domains and their classification performance. For the entire sample, the average
classification accuracy ranged 69.08–80.94% (sensitivity
ranged 69.98–78.20%, specificity ranged 65.22–74.71%)
across the six NPS domains using FC features from consensus ROIs (FDR corrected p ≤ 0.05 for all six NPS
domains). When using FC features of consensus ROIs for
MCI sample alone, the averaged classification accuracy
ranged 64.29–81.43% (sensitivity ranged 67.04–70.00%,
specificity ranged 69.02–74.02%) across the six NPS
domains. For AD subjects alone, the averaged classification accuracy ranged 64.29–75% (sensitivity ranged
63.60–73.20%, specificity ranged 68.85–75.66%) across
all six NPS domains (Table 2).

NPS domains is achieved. b The identified 10 ROIs are defined as
consensus ROIs and are displayed on a surface rendering of the brain
(BrainNet Viewer 1.53)
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Fig. 2  Region and FC feature weights of the consensus ROIs for all
six NPS domains and their classification performance. Consensus
ROIs are scaled and displayed by their region weight. Positive feature
weights (the strength of FC was greater in subject with a particular
NPS domain compared to those without this NPS domain) are shown

in hot colors, whereas negative feature weights (the strength of FC
was lower in those with an NPS domain) are shown in cold colors.
Note, Acc, mean classification accuracy; Sens, mean sensitivity;
Spec, mean specificity

Table 2  fcMVPA results for MCI and AD samples separately
Agitation/aggresClassification
accuracy (Sensitiv- sion
ity, specificity)

Anxiety

Appetite and
eating

Depression/dysphoria

Irritability/lability

Nighttime behaviors

MCI

80.00% (68.02%,
73.12%)
75.00% (65.54%,
72.08%)

81.43% (68.00%,
70.23%)
64.42% (70.02%,
69.94%)

77.14% (69.56%,
73.11%)
78.57% (69.98%,
75.66%)

64.29% (70%,
69.02%)
67.86% (73.20%,
74.10%)

77.14% (67.72%,
74.02%)
71.43% (63.60%,
68.85%)

AD

74.29% (67.04%,
70.05%)
64.29% (64.48%,
69.92%)

fcMVPA multivariate pattern analysis of functional connectivity, MCI mild cognitive impairment, AD Alzheimer’s disease

Discussion
Neuropsychiatric symptoms are prominent clinical features
of AD. There would likely be shared networks across multiple NPS, and such a shared network would have a strengthened relevance to AD pathology compared to NPS clinical
manifestation or neural network belong to individual NPS.
Based on these premises, using MVPA we sought to identify
the underlying neural substrates of individual NPS. Building
upon the MVPA results, we identified 10 consensus ROIs
that may be shared by multiple NPS, including the medial
prefrontal cortex (MPFC), superior frontal gyrus (SFG),

medial frontal gyrus (MFG), caudate, pallidum, anterior
cingulate (ACC), fusiform gyrus, rectus, and paracentral
lobule. The results showed between 70 and 80% accuracy
of the FC features of these 10 ROIs in classifying the symptomatic cases across the six most frequently occurring NPS.
In addition, the FC features of the 10 ROIs also predicted
the composite score of NPS (indexed by NPI-Q) as well as
the AD pathology (indexed by baseline and change of Aβ/
pTau ratio) with above 70% accuracy rate. As hypothesized,
the majority of these ROIs were in the fronto-limbic circuit,
with the rest observed to be in sensory-motor or temporal
regions.
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Fig. 3  Regression for NPI-Q and Aβ/pTau ratio using consensus
ROIs’ FC features. a Regression of consensus ROIs’ predictive power
on NPI-Q using SVR. Jitter-raw NPI-Q values were used to reduce
overplotting. b Regression of consensus ROIs’ predictive power on
Table 3  NPI-Q and Aβ/
pTau ratio regression for MCI
subjects only

Outcome

NPI-Q
Baseline Aβ/pTau ratio
Change of Aβ/pTau ratio

Linear model fitting f(x) = ax + b
a, 95% CI

b, 95% CI

0.5825 [0.4609, 0.704]
0.4161 [0.3047, 0.5274]
0.562 [0.4315, 0.6924]

0.6432 [0.1487, 1.138]
2.871 [2.058, 3.685]
− 0.1631 [− 0.4601, − 0.1339]

We extracted FC features of 10 ROIs with greatest discriminative powers from the cerebrum via fcMVPA results,
and applied them to distinguish between individual NPS
domains and predict NPI-Q scores and AD pathology. Our
method achieved relatively high classification accuracies,
i.e., lowest at 69.08% for irritability/lability, and highest at
80.94% for depression/dysphoria. These results were comparable, and in a number of cases better, than previously
reported performance using fcMVPA. Zeng et al. used
550 FC features from the whole brain and achieved 94.3%
accuracy when comparing depressed patients with healthy
controls (Zeng et al. 2012). Liu et al. selected the top 250
FC features from the whole brain to distinguish anxiety
patients from healthy controls with an accuracy of 82.5%
(Liu et al. 2015). Habes et al. selected 600–1400 voxels’
activation features from the visual cortex to understand
depression, achieving 72–86% classification accuracy in
regions involved in the fronto-limbic system (Habes et al.
2013). Compared to these published studies, our study relied
on much fewer regions (n = 10) and FC features (n = 45) to
more parsimoniously classify multiple NPS domains. In
addition, our approach also showed optimized goodness of
fit (all > 70%) for predicting a composite score of multiple
NPS domains (NPI-Q, which includes six other domains that
were not analyzed individually here) and for baseline and
change of Aβ/pTau ratio (obtained from cerebrospinal fluid),
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baseline Aβ/pTau ratio using SVR. c Regression of consensus ROIs’
predictive power on change of Aβ/pTau ratio using SVR. Note. MCI,
mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease

Adjusted R2 (p)

56.73% (0.003)
49.96% (0.032)
67.72% (0.019)

respectively. These results advance our understanding of the
potential neural substrates of NPS and in particular, shed
light on the overlap of common networks for multiple NPS
domains and their relevance to not only the symptomatic
manifestation but also the AD pathology.
Several fronto-limbic regions were implicated in multiple NPS domains, including the MPFC, MFG, SFG, ACC,
caudate, and pallidum. Accumulating evidence demonstrates
that disruptions of fronto-limbic structures are associated
with psychiatric disorders, such as depression, anxiety,
obsessive–compulsive disorder (Goodkind et al. 2015), as
well as NPS domains, such as depression, agitation, and
anxiety in AD (Boublay et al. 2016). However, it should be
acknowledged that previous studies have focused primarily
on a single NPS domain and have not attempted to look for
overlapping networks across multiple NPS domains. The
present study suggests that fronto-limbic connections may
represent a common neural basis for several NPS domains.
These fronto-limbic regions are comprised of several resting-state networks in the brain, such as the anterior default
mode network (aDMN, including the MPFC and ACC) and
the basal ganglia network (BG, including caudate and pallidum)(Alexander et al. 1990; Greicius et al. 2003). Our
results showed increased connection strength in aDMN
accompanying the presence of multiple NPS. An increasing number of studies have now revealed that abnormally
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increased aDMN connections are associated with depression
(Sheline et al. 2009), anxiety (Zhao et al. 2007), aggression (Hoptman et al. 2010), apathy (Whitfield-Gabrieli and
Ford 2012), irritability (Letzen et al. 2013), and nighttime
behaviors (Balthazar et al. 2014). Also, the increased aDMN
connections are also observed in amnestic MCI (Qi et al.
2010), and some AD cases (Damoiseaux et al. 2012). In
contrast to the uniformity of aDMN activity across multiple
NPS domains, the strength of connections within the BG
varied across domains. There was overall decreased strength
of BG connections in depression, increased strength in agitation, irritability, and anxiety, while the pattern of strength in
appetite, nighttime behaviors was not evident. Dysfunction
of BG has been reported as an early marker for AD (Ryan
et al. 2013), as well as depression and anxiety (Furman et al.
2011; Etkin et al. 2009; Marchand 2010). A reasonable next
step will be to examine the directional influence across these
networks in NPS and AD pathology, which may help refine
the primary therapeutic target that simultaneously addressing both.
In addition to a general brain mapping of the 10 ROIs or
the relevant default networks discussed above, it is important
to emphasize how different weightings of ROIs contributed
to the specific NPS domain relevant mapping. The greatest
contribution for depression was located in rectus; caudate
and ACC were the primary contributors for agitation; SFG
contributed the most to anxiety and nighttime behaviors;
MPFC contributed to appetite; and the fusiform gyrus was
the major contributor for irritability. These findings are quite
consistent with prior work suggesting regionally-specific
contributions to the various NPS domains: neurofibrillary
tangles in ACC have been associated with agitation in AD
(Tekin et al. 2001). The medial SFG has been associated
with worry triggered by sentences in generalized anxiety disorders (Paulesu et al. 2010), and MPFC activity was found
to be related to eating disorders (Uher et al. 2004).
The roles of the fusiform gyrus, rectus and paracentral
lobules in psychiatric disorders or AD-related NPS domains
have not been studied yet. However, previous studies identified dysfunction or atrophy of these regions as early markers
for incident AD (Sheline et al. 2010; Julkunen et al. 2009).
Whether these regions directly contribute to NPS domains or
their roles in cognitive and sensory-motor domains are indirectly linked to NPS domains need to be further validated.
Of relevance, comparison of the neural profiles underlying
multiple NPS domains and cognitive deficits in AD beyond
these understudied regions will also help further elucidate
the shared neural substrates underlying NPS domains. Of
note, NPS domains often coexist in patients with AD-associated neurodegenerative processes. Prevalence of anxiety and
nighttime behaviors are known to be high among individuals with depressive symptoms (Teri et al. 1999; Fuh et al.
2001). We initiated this area of investigation by examining

the co-occurrence of NPS in the composite NPI-Q score.
Future studies need to further validate the current neural
pattern among patients with comorbid NPS domains with a
longitudinal design.
Several limitations should be acknowledged. First, the
classification and regression process in MVPA require large
sample sizes. Also, potentially due to self-selection bias in
the ADNI dataset, the NPS domains’ burden was relatively
low. Some common NPS domains, such as delusion and
apathy (Boublay et al. 2016), did not appear in the current
sample. Related to the low NPS burden, we therefore only
selected the top 50% of the NPS domains and did not include
cognitively healthy controls. However, this may also reflect
the true prevalence of NPS in the relatively early stage of
AD-associated neurodegeneration. Third, we segmented
the brain using the AAL atlas (the cerebral regions). It is
important to test whether the results can be replicated using
whole brain voxel-wise analysis, such as searchlight analysis
(Kriegeskorte et al. 2006; Pereira et al. 2009). Besides, we
selected only the top 10 brain regions for further analysis,
which may leave out some important regions. Amygdala and
insula have been found to be involved in emotional regulation and mood disorders (Banks et al. 2007; Drevets 2003).
It should also be pointed out that our measures of NPS are
somewhat impoverished since the NPI-Q is considered a
screening questionnaire, and a more comprehensive assessment of NPS domains would be a valuable avenue for future
work. Relevantly, the shared neural circuit was generated
from the presence of six NPS domains while the composite
NPI-Q score covers the presence and severity of a total of
12 NPS domains (including six domains we did not use to
select consensus ROIs during fcMVPA). We mean to show
the comprehensive predictive value of the discovered neural
network. Regardless, the circularity and performing crossvalidation on the same dataset may be issues which require
validations using different samples in the future.

Conclusion
We applied the MVPA approach to identify potential neural substrates of multiple NPS domains across AD stages.
Future studies will need to investigate the structural and
pathological changes within the identified substrates to further validate the neural links between NPS domains and AD
pathology. The ten regions, most of which are fronto-limbic
relevant neural circuits, showed discriminative accuracy
ranged 70–80% for multiple NPS domains as well as AD
pathology. With further validation, the shared neural circuit may link clinical symptomatic manifestation with the
underlying AD pathology and enhance the diagnostic value
of NPS in predicting AD progression.
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